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Church & Ministry Law

Evaluating Campus Preservation Planning (TM) 

Basic Reasons Companies Frequently Use A Holding Company Structure

• Remove excess assets from the risks inherent in operations 

• Risk only a "reasonable amount" of capital as required to sustain a corporate shield 

• Do not place "all eggs in one basket" 

• Standard operating procedure for "single purpose” entities: 

-  one real estate parcel per limited liability company 

Why Not Just Purchase More Insurance? 

• Minimize Exposure to underinsured risks 

- note difficulty of procuring adequate insurance for catastrophic losses such as: 

$37 million loss in crash of 15 passenger van 

$26 million loss in car driven by volunteer in recent Montana crash 

$41 million loss to Hotchkiss School for mission trip 

$17 million loss for volunteer delivering a crucifix, etc. 

- note difficulty in estimating liability due to such factors as: 

nature of the alleged offense 

degree of culpability 

actual harm to others 

available defenses 

potential jurisdictional issues 

potential for settlement 

means of settlement 

variation in jury perception 

jury bias towards Christian organizations 
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• Minimize exposure to "gaps" in liability insurance. These items require special endorsements and/or policies: 

- sexual misconduct may have sub- limits and/or exclusions 

- employment practices liability is a separate endorsement 

- cyber liability insurance is a special endorsement 

- religious freedom protection coverage 

- confusing coverage issues regarding punitive damages 

- armed security detail coverage 

- exclusions based on criminal acts or intentional acts 

(Arizona case held coverage for assault and battery was provided to the Diocese but excluded the offending priest.) 

What About Claims Arising from Same Sex Marriage Issues? 
The complex, evolving nature of the legal risks spawned by the recent Supreme Court decisions in the Windsor case and Oberge-

fell cases were illustrated in the response by Southern Mutual Insurance company as explained in the attached July 17, 2015 news 

report. 

On the one hand, an early website headline warned that “Homosexual agenda may be causing churches to lose insurance”. 

On the other hand, the president of Southern Mutual Church Insurance company said he wanted to set the record straight by saying 

that churches were “not in jeopardy of losing their coverage because of their beliefs”. 

A close examination of his “reassuring” statements revealed issues that were not very reassuring:

• “the general liability form does not provide coverage for this type of situation since there is no claim for bodily injury, property 

damage, personal injury or advertising injury.” 

• If a church is concerned about the possibility of a suit, we offer a separate premium endorsement for “Miscellaneous Legal De-

fense Coverage”. 

• This endorsement “is not liability coverage, but rather just expense reimbursement for defense costs.” 

• “There is no coverage for judgments against an insured.” 

He also noted that the recent changing legal landscape has created a lot of “unknown territory” for churches and communities. He 

acknowledged that the situation has prompted companies to create add-on policies, such as “violent acts coverage” which insur-

ance companies began offering to as a separate endorsement upon request a few years ago. (See attached article). 
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What do Insurance Companies Think of Relying Solely on Insurance for Protection? 

In the attached article from Church Executive magazine “Investigating Insurance: Is Your Church Really Covered?” The author 

interviewed representatives from both Guide One Insurance and from Brotherhood Mutual Insurance. 

The authors freely conclude that it is impossible to make sure that your church is 100% covered: “there will always be 

risks that are unforeseeable and/uninsurable”: 

• you can’t buy insurance to cover criminal acts such as sexual assault 

• many policies exclude coverage for overseas missionary activities and may limit coverage for damages caused by missionaries 

overseas activities 

• you can’t buy insurance to replace the roof that failed due to lack of care and maintenance 

• you can’t buy insurance prohibited by law, such as punitive damages in many states. Some states do not allow insurance cov-

erage for using inherently dangerous products 

• there is generally no coverage for acts of pollution, intentional injury/neglect, for war, acts of terrorism or nuclear explosions 

• there is no coverage if you forget to add new buildings, new vehicles, new equipment, new ministries or new activities 

• “churches often have insufficient coverage for accumulated audiovisual equipment, and for increased replacement cost for 

buildings due to inflation 

• the Brotherhood Mutual representative went on to add “imagine if the church vehicle crashes into a van full of children or a 

highly paid medical specialist or corporate executive driving with his or her family. In an event like that no agent can ever tell 

you what liability limit is enough; the sky’s the limit. The best advice is to buy the highest limit you can afford.” 

How Complex are the Legal Issues Involved in Insurance Coverage Questions? 

As an example of the complexity of the area of insurance coverage, I’ve attached an exhibit containing a few of the PowerPoint 

slides from a 2014 seminar presented by the Polsinelli Shughart law firm’s “Insurance Recovery Team entitled, “Common Gaps in 

Business Insurance Coverage – – Avoiding every Insured’s Worst Nightmare!” 

This presentation highlights gaps in coverage in: 

• “CGL,” i.e. commercial general liability insurance policies, 

• “Umbrella” policies, 

•  “Professional liability/errors and omissions insurance” which might potentially apply to professional counseling provided by the 

church, and 

• Exclusions from Directors and Officers coverage (“D & O”) policies.
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